For 100 years and counting, The Scholarship Foundation of St. Louis has been based upon the conviction that an educated society is essential to a healthy democracy. From a single $15 loan in 1920, the Foundation has grown to a community-wide, century-long movement to fortify democracy and build community through the power of education.

The Foundation serves this mission through:

**Awarding**

Scholarship Foundation interest-free loans and grants provide the last-dollar funding that low-income students need to pay for their education.

The awards close the gap between students' total cost of college attendance and their state and federal financial aid and private and institutional scholarships. The core of the Foundation's longevity comes from community support and loan repayments which are recycled into new loans for qualified students. In 2019, The Scholarship Foundation awarded 538 students with over $5 million in interest-free loans and grants through 28 programs. The Foundation added six new scholarship grant programs in 2019, including programs serving rural students, immigrant students, and graduates of St. Louis Public Schools.

**LEARN MORE**

- More About Awarding
- More About Students
- View Photos of the 2019 New Student Awards Ceremonies
Scholarship Foundation advisors provide guidance to help students and families navigate the college financial aid process, equipping them with the knowledge they need to make informed, long-term financial decisions.

In 2019, Foundation student advisors provided objective information, honest counsel, and resources to 6,899 people. To reach that number, the Foundation added two part-time advisors to the three full-time advisors on staff, increasing the Foundation’s ability to advise students who need tailored support, such as immigrant students, rural students, and first-generation students. Advisors support students throughout their college journey, encouraging persistence to graduation. As a result, Scholarship Foundation students have a 6-year graduation rate of 75%, compared to a 14% graduation rate for their low-income peers nationally.

LEARN MORE

More About Advising
More About Student Advising Outcomes

Advocacy

The Scholarship Foundation’s advocacy program is founded upon the conviction that those most affected by policy are those who most need to be involved.

In 2019, 10 interns participated in three paid internship programs: Education Policy Internship, Deaconess Nursing Fellowship, and Equifax Finance Fellowship. The interns trained and learned together during an intensive, 9-month program on policy and legislative processes, race theory, and communication strategy. The interns
advocated at school, state, and federal levels with, and in support of, students who need significant financial support to complete their college education. In addition to the internship program, the Scholarship Foundation leads an annual 2-day advocacy conference for 100 students from across the state of Missouri.

LEARN MORE

- More About Advocacy
- More About the Advocacy Conference
Financials

Loan Dollars in the Hands of Students*

*Total student loan receivables before allowance for doubtful accounts

Allocation of Foundation Resources by Function

- Fundraising: 6.2%
- General and Administrative: 2.7%

Programs 91.1%
including program services, student loans, and grants awarded

Program Expenditures

- Loans: $3,642,237
- Grants: $1,990,283
- Program Services: $1,684,414

Sources of Support

- Public Support
- Student Loan Repayments
- Interest and Investments
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Special Thanks to Our Donors

The Scholarship Foundation of St. Louis has always been an organization by and for the community. Since its founding in 1920 by a group of forward-thinking Jewish women who pooled their resources to send a young immigrant woman to college, the Foundation has counted on community support. With the firm conviction that a community is stronger when working together, the Foundation gratefully thanks the following individuals, charitable foundations, and corporations for their financial contributions.

Contributors are listed in the giving category commensurate with the total of their contributions and Designated Scholar Loan pledges made to The Scholarship Foundation of St. Louis from January 1, 2019 through December 31, 2019. Such contributions include gifts made to the Foundation’s annual campaign, gifts to support student grant programs, bequests and planned gifts, major gifts to the Designated Scholar Loan (DSL) Program, gifts given to special projects, and tribute gifts. More information is available by contacting Executive Director Faith Sandler or External Relations Director Karin McElwain-West at 314-725-7990.

Donors wishing to make annual contributions online can [click here](#). Contributions made by check should be payable to “The Scholarship Foundation” and mailed to 6825 Clayton Avenue, Suite 100, St. Louis, MO 63139. Please write “annual gift” in the check memo.

*deceased

**Benefactor ($50,000+)**
- Anonymous (two gifts)
- Arin and Paul Arentzberg Family
- James C. Bates & Alison Bates Charitable Lead Annuity Trust
- BJC HealthCare
- Crawford Taylor Foundation
- Deaconess Foundation
- Mr. Morton Deutch*
- Equifax
- Jefferson Foundation
- Missouri Higher Education Loan Authority
- Missouri Scholarship and Loan Foundation
- Pershing Charitable Trust
- rooted Alliance
- The Sahag Foundation
- Joan and Marcus Sessel
- Valley Insurance Agency Alliance
- Linda and Peter Werner
- Pat L. Cox and Graham A. Coditz
- Emerson Charitable Trust
- Linda and Benjamin Goldstein
- Great Rivers Confluence Foundation
- Laura Kipnis and Sid Goldstein
- Mandy and Kevin Kozminski
- Patty and Larry Malashock
- Marita V. Maline, Ph.D.
- David A. Meyer
- Donna Moog and Leonard Landsbaum
- Dr. Julia K. Muller and Mr. Earl Shreckengast
- Irene Murray
- Mr. and Mrs. S. Jerome Pratter
- St. Louis Public Schools Foundation
- Linda and John Tracy

**Major Gift ($25,000+)**
- Anonymous
- Arin and Paul Arentzberg Family
- Crawford Taylor Foundation
- Deaconess Foundation
- Mr. Morton Deutch*
- Equifax
- Jefferson Foundation
- Missouri Higher Education Loan Authority
- Missouri Scholarship and Loan Foundation
- Pershing Charitable Trust
- rooted Alliance
- The Sahag Foundation
- Joan and Marcus Sessel
- Valley Insurance Agency Alliance
- Linda and Peter Werner
- Pat L. Cox and Graham A. Coditz
- Emerson Charitable Trust
- Linda and Benjamin Goldstein
- Great Rivers Confluence Foundation
- Laura Kipnis and Sid Goldstein
- Mandy and Kevin Kozminski
- Patty and Larry Malashock
- Marita V. Maline, Ph.D.
- David A. Meyer
- Donna Moog and Leonard Landsbaum
- Dr. Julia K. Muller and Mr. Earl Shreckengast
- Irene Murray
- Mr. and Mrs. S. Jerome Pratter
- St. Louis Public Schools Foundation
- Linda and John Tracy

**Special Gift ($10,000+)**
- Anonymous
- Ameren Corporation Charitable Trust
- Enterprise Holdings Foundation
- Harriet Pritchett Grigsby and Marshall Grigsby
- The Hawkins Foundation
- Horizon Housing Foundation
- Mr. Julius Juracik
- Jerome and Nancy Kalishman
- Family Foundation
- Nancy P. Kalishman
- Mr. Howard N. Lesser
- Mrs. Paul A. Lux
- Marillac Mission Fund
- Friends and Colleagues of Neil Molloy
- Eric P. and Evelyn E. Newman Foundation
- Robert C. Packman and Leonard W. Powers
- Strada Education Network
- Tracy Family Foundation
- The Trio Foundation of St. Louis
- Mrs. Robert P. Tschudy
- DeWitt and Caroline Van Evera Foundation

**Provost ($7,500+)**
- Edward Chase Garvey
- Memorial Foundation
- Wendy and Mark Gellman
- Ellen J. Schapiro and Gerald Axelbaum
- Nancy Schapiro
- Dr. and Mrs. Lane Ziegler

**Dean ($5,000+)**
- Anonymous (two gifts)
- Jean Agatstein
- Mr. David A. Blanton III
- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cohn
- Kallianthi Knapp Crane and David Crane Energy Capital Partners Management, LP
- Mrs. Robin Feldman
- Mrs. Alvin Frank
- Mary and Steven Frank
- Hartford Insurance
- Incarnate Word Foundation
- Joanne Kelly
- Drs. Lynne Kipnis and Steven Rothman
- Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Lewis
- Stanley L. and Lucy Lupata
- Charitable Foundation
- Claire and Richard Marx
- Claudia Moran
- Polly O’Brien
- Kim and Bruce Olson
- Susie and Gordon Philipott
- Suss* and Donald R. Poling
- Herrman T. and Phenie R. Pott Foundation
- Retonda Foundation
- Melissa and Thomas Rowitch
- Bente and Neil Saltz
- Barb and Dave Touchette
Scholar ($2,500+)
Anonymous
Mr. Burton F. Buffkin and Dr. Donn C. Klein Schmidt
Rachel and James Crowe
Mr. and Mrs. David Dinnitt
Wendy Engeman
Drs. Carol and Alex Evers
Janet M. Frane
Nancy L. and Joseph P. Gilmour
Susan K. and Paul Goldberg
Cheryl and Terry Hatfield
Kathy and Mike Jay
Karen Kelsh
Mrs. Bernard Kohn
LeCle and Michael Lowenbaum
Dr. and Mrs. Henry Massie
Lauren Ming
Steve Nowby
Posthoff Family Foundation
Dr. David Riedel and The Honorable Margaret Donnelly
Mrs. Robert Rosenheim
Audrey Shanti Feld
Dr. Morris Stern
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. Ullman
Betsy and Stuart Zimmerman

Sponsor ($1,000+)
Anonymous (three gifts)
AADvantage Insurance Group
Martha and David Aronson
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Auer
Aufenberg Insurance Services
Mr. Julian M. Babad
Maris Berg
Berks County Commercial Mortgage LLC
Lisa and Jaime Boero
Anne Boettcher and Dan Martin
Mrs. Lee Bohn
Redine and Ben Borowsky
Brock Insurance Group LLC
Mr. and Mrs. Doug Brown
Dr. Jane Brownstone and Mr. Jim Wheeler
Dr. Kathleen Brunts and Dr. David Brunts
Dr. Kay Buchheit
Rabbi Micah and Ms. Aviva Buck-Yael
Kevin Bull, Inc.
Peter Chang
Dr. Wal E. Chiu
Karen Levin Coburn
Commerce Bancshares Foundation
Barbara and Charles Cook
Crossroads Insurance Services
Kathleen Steele Danner
Kathleen and Thomas Day
Caterina M. Dittrich
Kathryn Dooris
Droege Insurance Agency
Mrs. David Eisenman, III
Joan and Pat Eisserman
Farmers Insurance
David and Lelia Farr
Mr. and Mrs. D. Carl Farr
San and Carl Frieden
Sharon and Barry Friedman
Judith Gall
James McGrady Gamble
Mrs. Betty Gershman*
Prue and Jeff Gershman
Mr. * and Mrs. Marvin Goldman
Mrs. Barbara B. Goodman
Maggie Greenberg and Andrew Refeld
April L. and Albert H. Hamel
Tanya and Brian Hayden
Dr. and Mrs. Brandon Haynes
Noel and Terry Hefty
Maureen and Harvey Heidemann
Anne Hefter
Jennifer and Tom Hillman
Barbara and Lawrence Holmes
Insurance Advisors
The Insurance House
Joanne and Joel Ikkilitch
Dr. Muhammad Q. Islam
Robert and Carol G. Jones
Dr. Scott Jones and Mr. Ray Lauer
Nancy and Ken Kransberg
Kreissmann-Bayer Insurance Agency, Inc.
Michael LaRocco
Kent Lewis
Liberty Mutual Insurance
Dawn and Chris Lissner
Sandy Nelson Marsh
David Mathenia
Pam McIntyre
Mr. and Mrs. John C. McPheeters
Mr. Lisa Micheke
Diane Rankin Miller
Ahn-Chun and Paul Min
Missouri Employers Mutual
Gwendolyn Goosby Mizell
Tracey Nash-Huntley and David Huntley
Barbara and Michael N. Newmark
Rhea Osibbaum
Deborah and Chris Ott
Pillar Insurance
Frederick Pitzman Fund
Susan Plassmeyer
Pll Insurance
Esther V. Pruett
Susan and John Rava
Stephanie, Jason, and Ava Grace Regagnon
Dr. and Mrs. Dan Riew
John Roark
Dana L. and James C. Romeis
Peggy Ross
Mr. and Mrs. Richard B. Rothman
Beverlee Sagel
Lauren and Darryl Sagel
Ben Sandler
Faith A. Sandler
Jane Schapiro and Scott Brown
Cynthia and Robert Schmalz
Mrs. Edward J. Schuck
Mary and Steve* Schoolman
Marge Seldin
Selective Insurance
Ellen Sheffield
Barbara Shifrin
Pamela and Jeffrey Shore
Jane and Jim Shropshire
Nancy Sitman
Gloria and Sandy Spitzer
Dodi Stengler
Summit Midstream Partners, LP
Margie Taloff
Tanwuan Family
Gary Thomas
Nancy-Parker Tice and Paul Tice
Pam and Craig Toder
Tri-Lakes Insurance Group
Heidi Veron
Tracey and Matthew Wagner
Wiley Insurance Agency LLC
Miriam Wilhelm and Eric Friedman
YourCause, LLC
Sustainer ($500+)

Anonymous (four gifts)
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Ackerman
Advisor Insurance Agency LLC
Dr. and Mrs. Isabell Amin
Caroline B. and Daniel Anderson
Arlington/Roe & Co
Joseph M. Arndt Foundation
Richard Abrams
Army Ames
Trent Ball
Debbie Barbee
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
Bruce Benhoff
Terry and Rick Bernstein
Denise Bertrand and Jerry Steiner
Brad Binkley
Sandra and Ron Bloom
Dr. and Mrs. John J. Bonacorsi
Allan Breite
Bridgehampton Insurance Agency
Broadway Insurance Group
Andrew Bryant
Lisa Carpenter and Duncan McArthur
Dr. and Mrs. Lewis R. Chase
Chase Insurance Agency
Dr. Dan and Emily Cohen
Rihsa and Daniel Cole
Brigid Coleman and Eric Robben
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Crowe, Jr.
D & S Industries LLC
William H. Danforth
Dr. Ann Roberts Divine
Betsy and Thomas Douglass
Mr. and Mrs. John Doyle
Eclipse Insurance Agency LLC
Roel and David Eidelman
Kieren Berry Elbert and Charles Elbert
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Elliott
FieldWatch, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. William Firestone

Ben Fischer
Jeanne and Bob Golden
Josephine Goode-Evans and
Clayton M. Evans
Bob Galino
Hagerty Insurance Agency LLC
Kassie and Jason Harrod
M. Karl Hawkins
Dr. Malaka Horne and Mr. Prince A. Wells, III
Laura Horwitz and Guy Friedman
Mrs. Merle Horwitz
Dave Hinnuus
Barb and Mike Hurst
Irwin Insurance Agency
The Insurance Store
Margaret and Martin H. Israel
Ubong Iru
Chris Jacobs and Hank Webber
Wendy and Neil Jaffe
Rolaanda Jasper
Jerks/Long Insurance
Sarah Johnson and Jason Bucchiarelli
April Mckinney Jolly
Gregory Kiefer
Rosalyn Kling
Koetting Insurance and Resource Agency
Susan Kohn and Rosemary Denson
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Langsdorf
Ruby Lapin
Leathers Insurance
Jane E. Levinsky
Cheryl and Charlie Lewey
Romzi Ledato and Jill Rinaldi
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lowenthal
Diana and Aeron Martin
Virginia and David McDonald
Mr. and Mrs. James S. McDonnell, III
Kristin McElwain
Karim McElwain-West

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Michelson
Laura Moequil
Shirley Mosinger
Amy and Keith Murphy
Laine Neiman
Niebuhr & Co Insurance Agency
Sandy and Neil Norkaitis
Daniel F. Norris
Jerome K. Nuell
Mr. and Mrs. Egon Nygaard
Partners Insurance
Peak Asset Management
Dr. Minnie Phillips
Joyce and David Price
Mr. and Mrs. B. Franklin Rasseur, Jr.
Wendy and Frank Ross
Robert Rubin
Sammy and Joe Rutwchi
Sailor Insurance Agency
Judy and Richard Sandler
Dr. Andra Arrand and Dr. Cynthia Florin
Marjorie and Kenneth Smith
Erik Svoboda
Dr. and Mrs. Steve L. Teitelbaum
Lisa Thorp
Mr. and Mrs. J. Ellwood Towle
Sharon Tysz and Sterling Miller
Leslie Uijee
Greeth Vander Meulen and Elisabeth Brugger
Maryanne Vandevelde
Maria Vergara
Dr. and Mrs. Stanley Wald
Watermill Weekly Insurance
W.F. Weber Insurance Agency
Vicky Weiss and Alan Tomkins
Ms. Cynthia White
Lovis Wilker
Paul Williams, M.D., and Rudi Bertrand

Supporter ($250+)

Anonymous (three gifts)
Kim and Doug Abel
The Air Products Foundation Matching Gifts Program
Nancy and Bob Baglan
Beverly and Philip Barron
Bayer
Valerie Bell and Kelvin Westbrook
Fren Stern Berger
Philip Berwick
Nicole Blumner and Warren Rosenbaum
Ruth Bolloza
Drs. Iris and Steve Borowsky
Leila and Mark Borowsky
Cynthia and Sanford Boxerman
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey M. Brown
Kathy and Rich Butcholz
Molly and Steven Clane
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Cohen
Jane and Peter Conrad
Christine Cooke
Mr. Joseph E. Corrigan
Cowen Cares Matching Gift Program
Ruby Curry
Pamela DeRien
Mr. and Mrs. A. Thomas DeWoskin
Tyler J. Duffy
Jean and Joe Dugan
Jane Dzonak
Mrs. Bernard Edson
Sarah Mermetts Edelman and Tom Edelman
Eng & Woods
Mimi and Scott Fargo
Kristin Ryan Fauss
Robbin and Gary Feder
Caryn Fine and Robert Kanterman
Doris W. Finger
Joyce and Gary Follman
Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Fouke, Jr.
Flint and June Fowler
Sam and Marilyn Fox Foundation
James P. Gamble
Eric Gatesaawy
Joan Gettemeyer
Gina and Mark Gelde
Judy and Al Goldberg
Jan and Ron Greenberg
Ms. Susan Meryl Greenberg

Ms. Claire Halpern and Mr. Michael Greenfield
Timothy Hammer
Shay and Joe Hietpas
Benjamin J. Higgs
Nancy and John Hillhouse
Leslie and Rick Holton
Carol and Philip Hooper
Susan Shapmune Hopper
Kirk Hughes
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Jackson
Cheryl and James Kenison
Amy and Jim Kalishman
Diane and John Kalishman
Debra B. Kennard
Debbie Killmer
Dr. and Mrs. Seung H. Kim
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Kram
Mr. Robert Kreihiel
Mr. and Mrs. Mont Levy
Laura and Erini Lewis
Dr. Henry Liang
Heidi Loshbaugh and Larry Borowsky
Margaret Mary Lyons
Mrs. Tallbot MacCarthy
Ann Mandelstam
Mr. and Mrs. Abdo Maran
Ms. Phyllis Marz
Marjorie Ross Martin
Mary Marz
Ann Meuleman
Paula and Ron Meyer
Gina Michael and Marc Walls
Stefanie Miller
Jean Moog
Harry V. Moppins, Jr.
Catherine and Bird Mullins
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford S. Neuman
Peggy and Andrew Newman
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Nix, Jr.

Bill Nussbaum
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Padawer
Michael Pebs
Mr. Larry Pickett
Lois Piersce and J. Terrence Jones
Dr. Janine Pingle
Katie Plax
Amy and David Prilkin
Judy and Paul Putzel
Dr. Bernard Randolph and Mrs. Kathleen Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Richard N. Rau
Leslie and Jake Reby
Linda Riekes
Dr. Sarah Riss
Dr. Hazel Rozema and Dr. Vernon Kays
Sarah Russell
Ron Ruskow and John Fox Arnold
Kay and Mike Rutwchi
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Sant
Mrs. Margot D. Schwab
Mrs. Suzy B. Selikin
Dorothea Nash Shack
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Shaner
Marcia and Robert E. Shapiro
Ellen Sherberg and Jerry Rosenblum
Mia and Jay Shields
YunHo and Rich Sikora
Drs. Joan and Sherman Silber
Barbara Silver
Jennifer Snyder
Standing Partnership
Nancy and Alan Stein
Teresa and Andy Steinkeamp
Corrie and Mark Stock
Jennifer Stroh
James L. Tatum
Dotty and Arnold Tepper
Cathy Tierney
Donald Tommyson
Veterans United
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Vines
Hardy Washington, Jr.
Gary and Patrick Welch
Karen and Michael Wemore
Steven Wilhelm
Allison and Kevin Williams
Jo Lynn and Warren Winer
Tom Yeager
Dr. Debbie Zimmerman and Dr. Jon Root
Tyrone Dowdy
Koren O. Drake
Quintus L. Drennan, Jr.
Tamara Dudenhofer
Ms. Catherine Ebbeinmeye
Lori and Michael Eby
Hope R. Edison
Mr. Marty Engr
Kathy and Steve Eiser
The Elsevier Foundation
Michelle Engelhardt
Barbara English
Mrs. Walter Epstein
eScrip
Velma and Adolphus Favors
Brian Fernandez
Michael Fioretti
Sandi and Tom Fischer
Suzanne Fischer
Dr. and Mrs. James Fisher
Jill and Ron Fisher
Everett Fleming
Joanne and Bill Fogarty
Irene and Burt Folkman
Julius and Susan Frazer
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Frank
Cheri and Jay Franklin
Merle and Alan Freed
Mary Ellen and Robert Freund
Jessica and Michael Friedlander
Lois Friedman
R.M. Fries
Susan and Dennis Fugthang
Christy Fusion
Mr. Kim E. Gardner
Barbara Gervais
Barbara Gilchrist and
Debra Knox Deiermann
Dr. and Mrs. James Gilpin
Janice K. Gitt
Givable St. Louis
Sally S. Levy
Dr. Loretta A. Lewandowski
Dr. Robert and Mrs. Joyce Lewis
Faye Licata, DMD
Dr. George A. Lodoly
Amy and Ryan Longenecker
Mr. and Mrs. George Love
Mr. and Mrs. Henry F. Lupek, Jr.
Lynn and Carl Lyss
Mrs. Esther Lys-Greenstein and
Mr. Harvey Greenstein
Peggy J. Markvright
Judith and Sandy MacLean
Jacoby Maker
Maryellen Mann and Frank Jacobs
Elizabeth Mannen
Dr. Jeffrey and Beki Marsh
David Martinneau and Nick Mason
Sue Matiow
Carol Max
Mary McCafferty
Patricia S. Mendel
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Merkotti
Rozann Messinger
Charles Metz
Dr. Judith W. Meyer
Helen and Roger Michelson
Patrick Mickey
Charles Miller
Dr. Jane A. Miller
Eric Mink
Rosetta Taylor Moore
Holly M. and William D. Muzick
Dr. Otha Myles
Les Naddman
Dr. Alison C. Nash and Mr. Clarence Dula
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Nissenholz
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Nolan, Sr.
Rosanne O'Connor
Ms. Maureen O'Day and
Mr. George Everding
Betty J. Okenfuss
Tammy Orr
Tom Ott
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Otten
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph V. Otten
Page Law
Jan Parker and Louis Gerteis
Marie Parrott
Annette and Richard E. Peal, Jr.
Elif and Austin Perkins
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Stein
Ida Steinberg
Julia Stehringer
Charla and Rick Stone
Mary Strauss
Evelyn and Bob Sugarman
Jean and Halbert Sullivan
Jay Summerville
Constance Sudiam
Dr. Harriet K. Switzer and
Dr. David L. Cronin
Etta Taylor
Leslie and Mark Temkin
Aussie Thayer
Dr. and Mrs. Cornell Thomas
Christy and Jeff Thompson
Michael Thornton
Debra Townsend
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Travis
Madge and Tom* Treeger
Dr. April L. Tyus-Myles and Dr. Otha Myles
Susan and Ben Uchitelte
Liz Ullman
Joan and Thomas Utterback
Beverly and Clyde Vandivort
Mr. and Mrs. Philip von Gantard
Nancy and Robert Wagoner
Dr. Michael Wallace
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Wallach
Mrs. William Walthbrunn
Julie L. Ward and Stephanie M. Verhine
Beth and Greg Warner
Waste Management
Sarah Webster
Dr. and Mrs. Leonard Weinstock
Ellen and Sanford Weiss
Bob Wells
Anita White, Ph.D.
Niki and Shaun Wexman
Jamie Wilger
Barbara Wilkinson
Mr. and Mrs. Douglass Wilton
Laura Winter
Lou Anne and Morley D. Winters
Robert Winters and James Drainer
Roma Wittcoff
Suzanne Yee and John Nachbar
Dr. and Mrs. Peter Yoon
Judy and Jerry Zaff
Mr. and Mrs. Ivo Zvolanek
100 Years and Counting: Centennial Gifts

The following donors have chosen to celebrate the Foundation’s mission and continued work over the next 100 years by making gifts and pledges to be accumulated in 2018, 2019, and 2020 in the special centennial anniversary giving categories listed below.

Donors wishing to make a centennial commitment to the Foundation in honor of its 100th anniversary in 2020 can click here or mail a check. Contributions made by check should be payable to “The Scholarship Foundation” and mailed to 6825 Clayton Avenue, Suite 100, St. Louis, MO 63139. Donors are requested to include their centennial giving commitment in the check memo or an attached note. To confirm total gifts to date or check progress towards a centennial giving commitment, donors are welcome to contact External Relations Director Karin McElwain-West at 314-725-7990.

Legacy ($100,000+)
Anonymous
Arn and Paul Arenberg Family
Sid Goldstein and Laura Kipnis and 
Drs. Lynne Kipnis and Steven Rothman
Hauck Charitable Foundation
Dr. Julia K. Muller and
Mr. Earl Shreichengst
Pershing Charitable Trust
Joan and Marcus Sessel
Linda and Peter Werner

Special ($30,000+)
Anonymous
Wendy and Mark Gellman
Nancy F. Kalsman/Jerome and
Nancy Kalsman Family Foundation
Patty and Larry Malashock
Donna Moog and Leonard Landsbaum
Mr. and Mrs. S. Jerome Prater
Linda and John Tracy/
Tracy Family Foundation
Laurie and Ray Van de Bie, Jr.

2020 Visionary ($7,500+)
Caroline B. and Daniel Anderson
Mr. Buron F. Buffkin and
Dr. Joen C. Kleinschmidt
Kathianne Knapp Crane and David Crane
Tachie and James Crowe
Kathleen and Thomas Day
Karen O. Drake
Drs. Carol and Alex Evers
Susan K. and Paul Goldberg
Cheryl and Terry Hatfield
Karen Kalish

Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Lewis
Lauren Ming
Helen E. Nash, MD Educational Trust Fund
Barbara and Michael N. Newmark and
Dr. and Mrs. Henry Massie
Kim and Bruce Olson
Stephanie, Jason, and Ava Grace Regagnon
Dr. David Riedel and The Honorable
Margaret Donnelly
Melissa and Thomas Riwitz
Laure and Edward Ryan
Faith A. Sandler
Bente and Niels Seitz
Audrey Shanfield
Barb and Dave Touchette
Designated Scholar Loans

Designated Scholar Loans (DSLs) are a special type of interest-free loan established in memory or in honor of one or more individuals. DSLs offer an option for communication between the donor and student. Each DSL is awarded by The Scholarship Foundation to a student who has applied for an interest-free loan. Donors may establish a DSL with a gift or pledge of $40,000 or more, payable in full or in five annual installments. For more information about DSLs or any other giving option, please call External Relations Director Karin McElwain-West at 314-725-7990.

If bolded, a named loan was established since January 1, 2019. If italicized, a named loan was fortified since January 1, 2019 with a gift which strengthened the loan’s power to support today’s students.

Anonymous (three students)
Mark Abdolhosseyni
Jean Agastein and Les Loewe
Ann L. Arenberg
Paul M. Arenberg
Marian D. Auer (three students)
Martin I. Axelbaum
J. M. Babat (two students)
Charline and Richard Baizer
William Robert and Mary Graf Bard
Joseph L. and E. Frances Barzun
Belden Inc.
Richard A. Bennett, Jr.
Ruth and Ralph Berg
Dr. Harry L. Berland
John A. Blake
David A. Blanton III
Alison Boecherer
Jason Boecherer
Sierra Carson Boecherer
Milford and Lee Bohm (three students)
Jennie Bornstein
Mary and Robert Bronstein (two students)
M. Erwin and Patricia R. Bry
Joanne Smith Clark
Joanne M. Clewinger (two students)
Milton J. Dickman and Leonore Dickman Cohn
Cook Family
Charles and Barbara Cook two students
Robert Corinovis
Katharine Knapn Crane
Margaret and Irvin Dagen
Rose Deutsch
Coswell Philip and Sally Blackwell Diggins
Louise E. and George J. Dobratz
Herman Dreer
Dorothy Dubinsky
Saul A. Dubinsky
Eunice and Wilbur Edkstein
Marjorie and William Eddy
Harry Edision (four students)
Joey Edelman Memorial Scholarship
David Eisenman, III
Carrie E. Kern Ellis
Andrew Engster
Max and Melba Erlich
Charitable Foundation
Gloria and Rubin Feldman Family (six students)
Lissette Steiner Fisher
Chester M. Fiegel, in memory of Esther Fiegel (2 students)
Felecia Fleishman
Fox Family Foundation
Samuel A. and Lillian Fox
Rose and Alfred Frazer
Frances and Harold Franklin
Hattie Steiner Freund
Margaret and Arthur J. Freund
Dr. Ira and Judith Gall
Sue and Donald Gallop
Zoe and Donald Gellman
Janice and Stanley Gilt
Stanley A. Gilt
Myron Glassberg
Richard Samuel Glassberg
Sunny Glassberg (four students)
Irving Goldman
Miriam Goldman
Chip Wolkowitz Goldstein
Gloria M. Goldstein
Ruth and Bud Goldstein
Samuel R. Goldstein
Sara G. and Joseph Goldstein Family
Myron Gollub (two students)
Mary Christy Gorius
Edith and Robert Gosnell
Clarence Harmon
Jean F. Harris
Janet Meador Harrison
Heidemann Family
Herman W. Heyman and Amelia H. Heyman
Gay M. Hirsch and Henry D. Ross
Barbara Pigden Holley
Harold and Ethel Horowitz Family (two students)
A.E. Holzner (three students)
Robert W. Howel
John and Merlene Isacis
Susan Isikwich
Dr. Edet B. Iwen
Dr. and Mrs. James G. Janney, Jr.
Johnston/Buccinacci
Cindy G. Jones
Carol G. Jones
David R. Jones
Robert E. Jones
Jerome Kalishman (two students)
Nancy F. Kalishman
Mrs. Irene and Michael Karl
Sylvia and Jason Kawin
Ellen S. Kern
Hugh R. Kern
Sara L. Kern
Kipnis/Rothman
David M. Kipnis
Laura Kipnis and Sid Goldstein
Paula Kipnis
Paula and David Kipnis
Kipna Family (three students)
Gunther and Doris Kohn
Rosalind Jacobs Korach
Harvey Kornbel Family (two students)
Meyer and Marcelle Krasnow
Phyllis and Ken Langdorff Family
Ruby and Jay Lapin
The Leader Foundation of Stix, Baer, & Fuller (three students)
Des Lee Paraguad
Joseph and Georgiana Lehman
Evelyn and Isaac Levine
Dick and Jo Liddy Family
HeLEN Lindberg
Howard Lindberg
Lodato Family
Lodato and Rigden Family
Louise and Benjamin Leeb
Lucy and Stanley Lopata (six students)
Ann and Paul Lux (two students)
Samuel A. and Louise Neymark Mages
Wendy J. Magid
Lori Malashock
Nathan Margolin
Richard S. Marx
Barry Massie (three students)
Felice Massie (six students)
Henry Massie (three students)
Edward and Peggy Matthews
J. Bruce McBryar
Dr. G. Leland and Brenda Melson
Mercante/Firstar
Wima and Roswell Messing
Paula Meyer
HeLEN C. Millstone (four students)
MOHELA
Hubert C. Moog
Moskowitz Family
Mary Arnold Moze
Samuel B. Murphy
C. Edwin and Iline Murray
Myron Newman (nineteen students)
Stuart Oelbaum
Edwin and Betty Pallo
Philpots/Augustin (three students)
Donald and Susan Poling
Helen and Carl Pratter
Pratter Family
Shelia Carr Prestsay
Promise to Sammer
Laura J. Reichman
Catherine Sessel Reyon (six students)
Orville and Betty, J. Richardson
James Joshua Romsie
Myla and Emilee Rosenblum
Peggy and Donald Ross (two students)
Julius and Rebecca Rudman
Faith Sandal 25th Anniversary
Judith and Richard Sandler (two students)
Sally Glassberg Sands (four students)
Joy and Jerome Sandweiss (two students)
Schanzmeyer Family
Ed and Nanny Schapiro
Ellen Schapiro and Gerald Axelbaum
Rose and Benjamin Schmerm
Jane E. and William A. Schmolz (seven students)
Eugene Bernard Schwartz
Margaret “Peggy” Schweig
Bente Seitz
Margorie and Marc Seldin
Dr. Hyman Senturia
Joan and Marcus Sessel (six students)
Leah Ree Shampaine (four students)
Shelley Shampaine
Robert Shampaine
Lori R. Shanfield
LUCAS Bernard Shanker
The Ray Shaw Business Journal
William Sheber
Louise Becker Shire
Earl Shreckengast
Rick Simoncelli (two students)
Thomas and Sherry Singer
Ruth and Alvin Steinman
Linda Dubinsky Skranika
Jerome Spector (three students)
St. Louis Industry Liaison Group
Stuerberg Family Foundation
Jeanette G. and Jennings J. Stein
Troy students
Sameer Talwar Memorial
William and Anne Tao
Emily and Paul Ulman (three students)
Biron A. Valier
Barbara Veron
Jan-Safer Weitzman
Marlyn Werner
Morton Werner
Teresa Emanuel Werner
Daisy Wilson
Miki and Morrie Zimring
Thank You!